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1. Introduction. Let A : S -*■ S he continuous, where S is a nonempty metric

space. Given x e S, it is natural to ask under what circumstances the (Picard)

sequence of iterates {Am(x)}%=1 converges to a fixed point of A. An answer to this

question is given, for example, by the well-known "Banach's contraction mapping

principle" [1]. This principle states that if 5 is a complete metric space and A

is "strictly" a contraction over S, then, for any xeS, the sequence of iterates

{yim(x)}£= j converges to a unique fixed point of A. More recent answers to this same

general question have been given by Edelstein [2], [3] and Browder and Petryshyn

ram.
The ultimate objective of the present investigation is also to give an answer to

the same general question about the convergence of the sequence of iterates.

Generally speaking, the sequence of iterates may contain no convergent sub-

sequence or, on the other hand, it may contain many convergent subsequences

(with distinct limits). The approach to be followed here is to study first the structure

of the set of subsequential limit points of the sequence of iterates, on the basis of

hypotheses which do not guarantee the convergence of the entire sequence of

iterates. The final aim is, of course, to determine conditions under which the

sequence actually converges; but the results obtained concerning the structure of

the set of subsequential limit points appear to be of interest in themselves.

This paper had its origin in the stimulating series of lectures delivered by Pro-

fessor F. Tricomi at the Institute for Fluid Dynamics and Applied Mathematics,

University of Maryland, in April of 1966, see [6], In the course of his lectures

Professor Tricomi drew our attention to his first published paper, [7], which is

concerned with the iteration of a real-valued function. Tricomi's result (which

makes no mention of derivatives) contains, as a special case, a classical convergence

criterion for iterations (which is based on assuming that a certain derivative is less

than one in absolute value; see, for example, Ostrowski [8, pp. 26-27]). §2 deals
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with the above mentioned result of Tricomi for a real-valued function (Theorem 1)

and a generalization to a possibly discontinuous function (Theorem 1.1).

§3 is concerned with the structure of the set of subsequential limit points of the

sequence of iterates {Am(x)}%=x, where A: 5->- S is continuous and 5 is a non-

empty metric space. The main result is Theorem 2, which, under suitable hypotheses,

asserts that the set of subsequential limit points of the sequence of iterates is a

closed and connected subset of the set of fixed points of A.

§4 contains a variation of Theorem 2, namely Theorem 3, whose conclusion

states that either the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}m = x contains no convergent

subsequence, or limm^„ Am(x) exists and is a fixed point of A.

§5 is devoted to applications of the preceding results (in particular, Theorem 3).

Theorem 4 is related to the results of Edelstein [3] and Krasnosel'skiï [9]; while

Theorem 5 is connected with the work of Fridman [10].

Finally, §6 contains some further modifications of Theorems 2 and 3, involving

the additional hypothesis of "asymptotic regularity" of Browder and Petryshyn

[5, p. 572, Definition 1].

2. The result of Tricomi. In [7, p. 2, Theorem], Tricomi obtains a general

result concerning iterations, a special case of which [7, p. 4, Corollary] may. be

formulated as follows:

Theorem 1. Let A be a real-valued continuous function on the (finite or infinite)

open interval a<x<b, whose values lie in the same interval. Suppose

(i) there exists a number p, with a<p<b, such that A(p)=p;

(ii) \A(x)—p\<\x—p\fora<x<b.x=£p. Then, for every a<x<b,

lim Am(x) = p,
m-> oo

where Am denotes the mth iterate of the function A.

Proof. Let x be given such that a < x < b. If x =p, or if Am(x) =p for some integer

mïïl, then the desired assertion is obviously true. Suppose, therefore, that

Am(x)j=p for every m=0, 1,2,.... Then the sequence of positive numbers

{\Am(x)—p\}™=x is a decreasing sequence, because, from (ii),

\Am + i(x)-p\ = \A(Am(x))-p\ < \Am(x)-p\

for m= 1, 2,... ; hence,
lim \Am(x)-p\ = L ä 0.

m-* oo

If F = 0, then there is nothing left to prove. Suppose, therefore, that L>0. Then,

either there exists a decreasing subsequence {Am¡(x)-p}^l tending to +F, or an

increasing sequence {Am<(x)—p},™ x tending to -F. Consider the first case, since

the argument is similar when the limit is —L. Therefore, suppose that

lim [Amix)-p] = lim Am<(x)-p = L,
f-*co t-* X
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and that Am>(x)-p>L for /= 1, 2,.... It is clear from the last inequality that

a < p < p + I < Am>(x) < b,       i =1,2,...,

so that the function A is defined at p + L. Since lim^oo Am>(x) =p + L and A is

continuous, one has that

lim Am> + 1(x) = Aihm Am<(x)\ = A(p + L).
i -too \¡-*oo /

Hence, using (ii),

I = lim \Am> + 1(x)-p\ = | lim /P< + 1(x)-/?|
Í-» co | Í-* X)

= \A(p + I)-p\ < \(p + L)-p\ =1,

a contradiction. Thus, L must be zero, and the proof is complete.

Tricomi [7, p. 2 and p. 6 (Osservazione)] remarks that his result is valid regardless

of the existence of the derivative of A, or even the continuity of A. Along these

lines, a seemingly stronger version of Theorem I holds, in which A is not required

to be continuous, but a higher order iterate Ak is required to be continuous (as

will be seen from the proof, this theorem amounts to k applications of Theorem 1).

Theorem 1.1. Let A be a real-valued function on the (finite or infinite) open

interval a<x<b, whose values lie in the same interval; and such that Ak is contin-

uous, where k is a positive integer. Suppose

(i) there exists a number p, with a<p<b, such that A(p)=p;

(ii) \A(x) — p\<\x—p\ for a<x<p, x^p. Then, for every a<x<b,

lim Am(x) = p,
m-> oo

where Am- denotes the mth iterate of the function A.

Proof. If k=l, then the present theorem reduces to Theorem 1. Suppose, for

definiteness, that ki2. It will now be shown that the hypotheses of Theorem 1

hold for the continuous function Ak. Clearly, Ak takes the interval a<x<b into

itself, and Ak(p)=p. Hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1.1 implies

\Ak(x)-p\ S \Ak-\x)-p\ g       á \A(x)-p\ < \x-p\

whenever a<x<b and x#/>. Since the last inequality is strict, one has that

\Ak(x)—p\ < \x—p\ whenever a<x<b and xj^p.

Let x be such that a<x<b. Then Theorem 1, applied to the continuous function

Ak, gives that linv.,.*, Amk(x)=p. Now, replacing x by A(x), A2(x),..., Ak~1(x),

in succession, in the last equation, one obtains that

lim Amk + i(x) = p,       j = 0,l,...,k-l.
m-. oo

These last k equations give limm_ot, Am(x)=p, as desired.

Remark 1. The requirement of the continuity of A can be removed altogether

if (ii) is replaced with the stronger condition
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(ii') there exists a number r¡, with 0<i?<l, such that \A(x)— p\ Sr¡\x — p\ for

a<x<b, x^p.

Clearly, this implies that the number F, which appears in the proof of Theorem

1, must be zero.

Remark 2. Theorem 1 remains valid, with similar reasoning, when the open

interval a<x<b is replaced by a closed interval aSxSb, or even by a half-closed

interval (either a S x < b or a < x S b). As a matter of fact, the interval aSxSb

may be replaced by any closed set S of real numbers. The only modification in the

argument occurs in showing that the number p+L belongs to S (which, in the case

of the interval a<x<b, was done by means of the inequalities a<p<p+L<

Am'(x) < b). In the case of a set S, one sees that p+L belongs to S because A takes

S into S, lim^» Am<(x)=p+L, and S is closed. It is in this last form, involving a

closed set S, that a generalization of Theorem 1 will be given in §3.

Remark 3. The previous theorems have been concerned with a single fixed

point p. It is natural to ask whether similar theorems hold when the set of fixed

points, call it F(A), may consist of more than one point. It seems reasonable, in

these circumstances, to replace condition (ii) by

(ii*) inf   \A(x)-p\ <   inf   \x—p\
peF{A) peFU)

for a<x<b, x <£ F(A), which clearly reduces to (ii) when F(A) consists of exactly

one point. It is this condition which will be employed in Theorem 2 of §3, which

can be thought of as a generalization of Theorem 1. However, if one replaces

condition (ii) of Theorem 1.1 with condition (ii*), then the resulting proposition

need not be true when F(A) consists of more than one point, as the following

example shows.

Define A on the interval -2<x<2 as follows:

A(x) = i(l-x), -2 < x < -1,

= x, -láxí+1,

= -$(l+x), 1 < x < 2.

The function A takes the interval — 2<x<2 into itself and is not continuous. On

the other hand, the function A2:

A2(x) = -i+fr,       -2 < x < -1,
= x, -Í áx^l,

= f + i*, 1 < x < 2,

is continuous. The set F(A) is the interval — 1 5=;cá 1. If 1 <x<2, then

inf    [,4(;c)-p| =     inf    I -^(1 -x)-p\
-láPSl -lgpgl

= |-ki-x)+i| =i(*-i)
and

inf   \x-p\ = JC— 1 ;
-ISPSl
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while, if - 2 < x < - 1, then

inf    \A(x)-p\ =     inf    |i(l-x)-/>|
-ISpSI -ISpSI

= |l(l-x)-l| =i(-x-l)

and

inf    |x—p\ = —x—1;
-îÊpsi

hence (ii*) holds. If — 2 < x < - 1, it can be verified by mathematical induction that

A      (x) = II — 22í-i I ""22'-1 x

and

for i=l, 2,.... Since

lim A2i-\x) = 1    and    lim A2i(x) = - 1,
(-► 00 Í-» oo

the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}%=1 does not converge.

3. The main result. Let A : S -> S, where 5 is a nonempty metric space. For

brevity, the following notation will be employed throughout the sequel. Let F(A)

denote the set of fixed points of A, that is, F(A) = {x e S \ A(x) = x}. Also, d(x, F(A))

will denote the distance between the point xe S and the set F(A), that is,

d(x,F(A)) =   inf d(x,p).
peF(A)

Further, for xe S, ¿F(x) will denote the set of subsequential limit points of the

sequence of iterates {Am(x)}%=1, that is, ¿F(x) is the set of all yeS such that

v=1^,^00 Ami(x) for some subsequence {Am<(x)}j°= x of the sequence {Am(x)}%=x.

As usual, a subset K of S will be said to be compact if every sequence of points

from K contains a subsequence which converges to a point in S.

Theorem 2. Let A: S-> S be continuous. Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty and compact;

(ii) for each xe S, with x$F(A), one has

d(A(x), F(A)) < d(x, F(A)).

Then, for x e S, the set ¿F(x) is a closed and connected subset of F(A). Either IF(x)

is empty, or it contains exactly one point, or it contains uncountably many points.

In case FF(x) is just one point, then limm_„o Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A). In

case £F(x) is uncountable, then it is contained in the boundary of F (A).

Proof. 1. If SF(x) is empty, then there is nothing left to prove. Therefore,

throughout the rest of the argument it will be supposed that £F(x) is nonempty. If

x £ F(A), or if Ak(x) e F(A) for some integer ki 1, then limm^œ Am(x) exists and
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belongs to F(A), and the theorem is true. Therefore, it will also be supposed

throughout the remainder of the argument that Am(x) $ F(A) for every z« = 0, 1,

2,.... Then, the sequence of positive numbers {d(Am(x), F(A))}™= i is a decreasing

sequence, because, from (ii),

d(Am + 1(x), F(A)) = d(A(Am(x)), F(A)) < d(Am(x), F(A))

for zzz= 1, 2,... ; hence, limmJCC d(Am(x), F(A)) exists and is nonnegative.

2. ¿P(x) is a subset of F(A). Let {Am<(x)}¡%x be a convergent subsequence of

{Am(x)}™=1. If it were true that lim^» Am>(x) $ F(A), then one would have that,

by the continuity of the distance function d, the continuity of A, and (ii),

lim d(Am< + 1(x), F(A)) = d(\im A(Am>(x)), F(A)\
Í-.00 \i-co /

= dtAl lim Am'(x)\, F(A)\

< dllim Am<(x), F(A)\ = lim d(Am>(x), F(A)),
\i -» 00 / I -» 00

which is a contradiction, since limm_œ d(Am(x), F(A)) exists. Consequently,

lim^» Am'(x) e F(A), and hence ä'(x)^F(A). Notice also that, since lim^^ Am<(x)

e F(A), it follows that

lim d(Am>(x), F(A)) = dilim Am>(x), F(A)\ = 0;
¡-co \i->oo /

this means that the sequence {d(Am(x), F(A))}^=1 decreases to zero.

3. ¿?(x) is closed. All that this amounts to is that "a limit point of limit points

is also a limit point". Suppose that {yi}tLx is a convergent sequence of points of

¿P(x), with jj = lim;_oc Amu(x), for z=l,2,..., converging to a point y e F(A).

It has to be shown that y actually belongs to ¿P(x).

Let £>0. There exist positive integers J(e, i) (z'= 1,2,...), such that

d(y„ Amu(x)) < {e,       j g J(e, i),    i = 1,2,....

Define the sequence of numbers {k(i)}¡°=1 by recursion, where k(l)=J(e, 1), and

k(i+l) = min {j | J(e, i+ l) S j < co, mum < mi + XJ}

for 7=1,2,.... Upon setting «i=/niiWi„ i= 1,2,..., one has that the sequence of

numbers {«¡}r=i is an increasing sequence. Also, there exists a positive integer 7(e)

such that d(y,yt)<^e whenever iä 1(e). Then the subsequence of iterates

{An>(x)}^Lx converges tó y, because, for all z'^7(e),

d(y, An(x)) S d(y,yd + d(yu A\x)) < \e + \e = e.

This means that y belongs to ¿P(x).

4. ¿if(x) is connected. Suppose, contrary to what one wishes to prove, that the

closed set ¿P(x) is not connected. Then ¿P(x) = Sx u S2, where Sx C\ S2 is empty,
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and both Sx and S2 are closed and nonempty. Since ¿F(x)^F(A) and F(A) is

compact, one has that

d(Sx,S2)=      inf    d(y,z)>0,
yeSl;zeS2

because Sx and S2 are closed, compact, and disjoint. Let

Sf = {y £ F(A) | d(y, Sx) S id(Sx, S2)}
and

S2+ = {y £ F(A) | d(y, S2) S id(Sx, S2)}.

The closed and compact sets Sx and S2+ have no points in common, for if y e

Si c> S2, then one would have

0 < d(Sx, S2) S d(Sx,y) + d(y, S2) S id(Sx, S2),

a contradiction. Therefore d(Sx, S2)>0.

Since the function A is continuous on the closed and compact set F(A), it has a

property that may be described as "being uniformly continuous with respect to

F(A) on the set R = F(A)v{z | z = Am(x), 15m<oo}". (The set F, it is to be

noticed, need not he compact.) More precisely, for every e>0, there exists 8(e)>0

such that, whenever y e F(A) and z e R, with d(y, z)< 8(e), then one has

d(A(y), A(z)) < e.

This property of A can be proved by contradiction, as follows. For, if this property

did not hold, then there would exist e0>0 and sequences of points {ym}¡¡¡=x and

{zm}m = i, with ymeF(A) and zme R, such that both Iimm^œ d(ym, zm) = 0 and

d(A(ym), A(zm))ieQ>0 for m= 1, 2,.... Since F(A) is closed and compact, one

may suppose, without loss (by passing to a subsequence, and then relabeling if

necessary), that the sequence {ym}m = i actually converges to a point y e F(A).

From the triangle inequality one has that

d(y, zm) S d(y, ym) + d(ym, zm),        m = 1,2,...,

which means that lim»,..» d(y, zm) = 0. Again, from the triangle inequality, one

has that

d(A(ym), A(zm)) S d(A(ym),y) + d(y,A(zm))

= d(ym,y) + d(A(y),A(zm)),

for m=\, 2, — However, in view of limm_0O d(y, zm) = 0 and the continuity of

A at v, the last inequality implies that

lim d(A(ym), A(zm)) = 0,
m-* co

which contradicts d(A(ym), A(zm))ie0>0.

Since F(A) is closed and compact, there exist points pm e F(A) such that

d(Am(x),F(A)) = d(Am(x),pm)
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for  m = 1, 2, ....   Further,   by  (ii)  and  part  2  of the  proof,  the  sequence

{d(Am(x),pm)}m = \ decreases to zero. Choose e>0 and let the positive integer

M=M(e) be such that
d(Am(x),pm) < min (\e, 8Í»),

for all m^M, where 8 arises from the "uniformity property" of A on the set 7?.

Then,
d(Am(x),Am + 1(x)) S d(Am(x),pm) + d(A^\x),Pm)

= d(A-(x),pm) + d(A(A-(x)),A(pm))

< ^e + ^e = e,

for all m^M. It has thus been shown that

lim d(Am(x), Am + 1(x)) = 0.
m-* oo

It will next be shown, by contradiction, that

lim d(Am(x), 5j+ u S¿) = 0.
m-* oo

For, suppose that this limit were not zero ; then there would exist e > 0 and a sub-

sequence of iterates {Am'(x)}?L x such that

d(Amix), Sí u 52+) ̂  s > 0

for all i= 1,2.Consider the corresponding subsequence of points in F(A),

{pmi}(™ i, such that d(Am(x), F(A)) = d(Amt(x),pm) for z= 1, 2,.... In view of (ii)

and part 2 of the proof, one has that the sequence {d(Am<(x), pm)}™= x decreases to

zero. Since F(A) is closed and compact, one may suppose, without loss, that the

subsequence {pmJ¡°i x actually converges to a point p e F(A). From the triangle

inequality

d(Amix), p) S d(Amix), Pm) + d(Pmi, p),   i = 1, 2,...,

one has that lim^^ d(Am'(x), p) = 0, so thatp actually belongs to SC(x). However,

since
p e ¿e(x) = Sx u S2 ç Sx+ u 52+,

this  contradicts  the  initial  hypothesis  that  d(Am<(x), S? u S2+)ae>0  for  all

7=1, 2,-

Thus, it has been shown that both

lim d(Am(x), Am + 1(x)) = 0
m-*oo

and
lim d(Am(x), S^ US¿) = 0.

m-» oo

Therefore, there exists a positive integer M such that, for all m^M, one has both

d(Am(x), Am+\x)) < id(Sx+, S¿)

and
d(A"(x), Sx+ u S¿) < $d(St, S2+).
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From this last inequality, for any miM, it follows that one has either

d(A™(x),Sn<MSx+,Sn
or

d(Am(x),S2+)<HSx+,S2+).

The set of positive integers miM, such that d(Am(x), Sx)<^d(Sx , S2), is not

empty, because Sx contains at least one limit point of the set of iterates {Al(x)}j°=i.

Similarly, the set of positive integers miM, such that d(Am(x), S2)<^d(Sx, S¿),

is also not empty. Hence, there exists a positive integer ni M such that both

d(A\x),Sx+)<HSx+,S2+)

and

d(^ + 1(*),S2+)<MSi+,S2+)

(this can be seen at once, for, given a positive integer mxiM such that d(Ami(x),Sx)

<^d(Sx , S2), there always exists an integer m2>mx such that d(Am2(x), S2)

<^d(Sx, S2); then n can be chosen to be one less than the smallest such m2).

But, since

d(Sx+, 52+) S d(An(x), Sn + d(A"(x), An + \x)) + d(An + i(x), 52+),

it would have to be true that

d(Sx\ 52+) < $d(Sx+, S2+) + id(5í-, S2+) + $d(Sx+, S2+) = d(Sx+, S2+).

Thus, the hypothesis that ,SC(x) = Sx u S2, with Sx and S2 closed, nonempty,

and disjoint, has been shown to lead to a contradiction.

5. 3?(x) is empty, a single point, or uncountable. Since ¿F(x) is already known

to be closed, connected, and compact, the desired conclusion follows from known

reasoning (see, in particular, the argument in R. L. Moore [11, p. 11, Theorem 15;

p. 30, Theorem 44]). However, the special situation which is of interest here re-

quires, for completeness and clarity, a detailed proof.

It will be shown that if IF(x) contains two or more points, then it contains un-

countably many points. Suppose, contrary to what one wants to prove, that ¿F(x)

is countable. Since IF(x) is connected and contains two or more points, it must

contain a countable infinity of points. Let px,p2,... denote the (distinct) points

of ¿F(x). Since ï£(x) is connected, each point pn is a limit point of the set £F(x).

A Cauchy sequencepni,pn2,..., where nx<n2< ■ ■ -, will now be extracted from

£F(x). The sequence of positive integers nx, n2,..., and an auxiliary sequence of

positive numbers rx,r2,..., will be defined by recurrence. Let nx = l and rx = l.

Define n2 to be the smallest integer n > nx such that d(pn, pni) < rx (since pni is a

limit point of IF(x), there are infinitely many such points />„). Let the real number

r2 he such that

0 < r2 < |   min d(pi,pnA.
XSi<n2
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Suppose that nk and rk>0 have been defined, by recurrence, for some integer

k ^ 1. Then nk + x is defined to be the smallest integer « > nk such that d(pn, pnk) < rk.

Also, let the real number rk + 1 be such that

0 < rk + 1 < \     min     d(pupnk + 1).
lSi<nk + i

In order to see that the sequence of points pnv p„2,... is a Cauchy sequence,

it is to be noticed first that, from the definition of nk and rk, it follows that, for

k^l, d(pnk + i,pnit)<rk. Similarly, from the definitions of nk + x, rk + x, and nk,

d(Pnkt2,Pnk + 1) < rk + x < ±d(Pnk+1,Pnk) < rk/2.

By induction, for any 7=1,2,..., one has

d(Pnk,i,Pnk+i-1) < rJV-1.

From this, together with the triangle inequality, it now follows that

d(Pnk+l,Pnk)  ^  d(Pnk + „Pnk + ,-i)+ ' ' " + d(Pnk + 1, Pnk)

< \2Ti+" '+2°)rk < 2fk

for /Vä 1 and all/= 1,2,.... Since

rk      rfc_j rx _    1
rk+1 < 2" <    22   <       < 2* — 2^'

it follows that limt_co rfc = 0. This, together with the immediately preceding in-

equality, shows that the sequence of points pnv p„a,... is a Cauchy sequence.

The Cauchy sequence pni,pn2, ■ ■ ■ will now be used to show that ¿P(x) cannot

be countable. Since £P(x) is compact, the sequence pni, pn2,... contains a con-

vergent subsequence which converges to a point p of ¿P(x) (because ¿P(x) is closed).

Since the sequence is a Cauchy sequence, the entire sequence must converge to p,

that is lim^oc p„k=P- But p e £t?(x), therefore p=pN for some positive integer A.

There exists a positive integer k^2 such that N<nk. But,

0 < rk < \   min   d(p„ pnk) S \d(pN, pnic),
lSKnk

that is, d(pN,pnk)>2rkr

On the other hand, for the same integer k just considered, one has

d(Pnk+),Pnk) < 2rk,       j = 1,2,...,

as was shown before. Hence,

d(pN,Pnk) = hm d(pnk+j,pnk) S 2rk,

contradicting the inequality at the end of the last paragraph. Therefore, ¿P(x)

cannot be countable.
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6. IF(x) consists of just one point implies that limm_oo Am(x) exists. Since F(A)

is closed and compact, there exist points pm e F(A) such that

d(A™(x),F(A)) = d(Am(x),pm)

for m = 1, 2,.... Further, since ¿F(x) is nonempty, one has, by (ii) and part 2 of

the proof, that the sequence {d(Am(x), pm)}%= x decreases to zero. Also, since ¿F(x)

consists of a single point p e F(A), there is a subsequence {Ami(x)}¡% j with

limi_00 Ami(x)=p. It has to be shown that the whole sequence of iterates {Am(x)}™= x

converges to p. This will be done by first showing that the sequence {pm}„ = 1 con-

verges to p.

Suppose that the sequence {pm}%=x does not converge to p. Then there is a

positive number e0 and a subsequence {pki}?= x such that

0 < e0 S d(pki,p),       i = 1,2,....

Since pkteF(A) for ¿—1,2,..., and F(A) is compact, the subsequence {pk)fLx

must contain a convergent subsequence (which, for convenience, will again be

denoted by {pk}?= i). Let q = limi^cc pki, where q^p and q e F(A). Then

d(Akix), q) S d(Akix), pkl) + d(pki, q),        i =1,2,...,

where
lim d(Ak<(x), pk¡) = lim d(pkt, q) = 0.

i-. OO i-» CO

Hence, lim^^ Akt(x)=q, which means that also qe£F(x), and ¿F(x) contains at

least two points p and q. This contradiction shows that liiUm.,,,, pm=p.

Now, one has that

d(Am(x), p) S d(Am(x), Pm) + d(pm, p),       m = 1,2.

However,
lim d(Am(x), pm) = lim d(pm, p) = 0,

m-* oo m-. co

which gives limm_o„ Am(x)=p.

7. FF(x), if uncountable, lies in the boundary ofF(A). A point y e S is a boundary

point of a set K if, for every £ > 0, there are two points, one in K, and one not in K,

with both points at a distance less than e from y. Since F(/l) is closed, every bound-

ary point of F(A) belongs to F(A) ; and a point y in F(A) is a boundary point of

F(A) if and only if, for every e>0, there is a point not in F(A) at a distance less

than e from y.

Suppose £F(x) is uncountable. Then x ^ FL4) and Am(x) $ F(A) for m = 1, 2,...,

because IF(x) contains more than just one point. Let y e £F(x)^F(A). There is a

subsequence of iterates {Amt(x)}^i such that lim^a, Amt(x)=y. But Am<(x) <£ F(A)

for /'= 1, 2,.... Therefore y is a boundary point of F(/l).

Remark 4. It is natural to seek to relax condition (ii) and to inquire how far

the conclusion of the theorem remains unaltered. Suppose that the strict in-

equality in (ii) is replaced by

d(A(x), F(A)) S d(x, F(A)),       xeS.
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Take A to be a rotation through an angle of 180° about the origin in the Euclidean

plane F2, which obviously has the origin as its only fixed point. This simple example

shows that, under the modified hypothesis, it may happen that not only does iP(x)

contain points outside F(A), but also that ¿P(x) is not connected.

However, under an additional hypothesis, the conclusion of Theorem 2 can still

be preserved, while still weakening (ii) as indicated above. This will be shown in §6.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose that to the hypotheses of Theorem 2 one adds the

assumption that, for some xeS, the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}%=1 contains a

convergent subsequence. Then ¿t°(x) is a nonempty, closed, and connected subset of

F(A). The rest of the conclusion of Theorem 2 remains unchanged.

Proof. The additional hypothesis, plus the definition of 3?(x), imply that £P(x)

is nonempty. This "convergent subsequence" condition appears in Edelstein [2];

and, more recently, in Browder and Petryshyn [4, part b of Theorem 1].

Corollary 2.2. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2, that F(A)

is a countable set. Let xe S. Then, either {Am(x)}„ = 1 contains no convergent sub-

sequence, or limn,-,« Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A).

Proof. y(x) must be countable, since ¿P(x)<^F(A). Hence, either ¿P(x) is empty

or it consists of exactly one point.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Corollary 2.2, that,

for some xe S, the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}m= i contains a convergent subsequence.

Then limm_«,o Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A). Thus, under the above assumptions,

the process of successive approximations, starting from x, converges to a fixed

point of A.

In particular, Corollary 2.1, when the space S is Euclidean «-space, yields the

following generalization (to En) of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 (Fn). Let A: S-^ S be continuous, where S is a nonempty closed

subset of En. Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty and bounded;

(ii) for each xe S, with x$ F(A), one has

d(A(x), F(A)) < d(x, F(A));

where d(x, F(A)) = infp£FiA) \x—p\\, and \\ \\ denotes any convenient norm in En.

Then, for xe S, the set ¿P(x) is a nonempty, closed, and connected subset of F(A).

The rest of the conclusion of Theorem 2 remains unchanged.

Proof. Since the sequence of positive numbers {d(Am(x), FF4))}™=1 is non-

increasing, and F(A) is nonempty and bounded, the set of iterates is contained in

the closed and bounded set

{y | d(y, F(A)) S d(A(x), F(A))}.

Hence, the sequence of iterates must contain a convergent subsequence.
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Remark 5. Although in FB, the set SF(x) is never empty (see Theorem 2 (FB)),

it may happen in some spaces that =S?(x) is empty. In seeking to construct an ex-

ample, one is naturally led to consider first a real Hubert space, with unit ortho-

normal base vectors ex, e2,.... It seems reasonable that one will obtain a function

of the desired kind by first defining its value at each en to be en + x (that is to say,

a "shift" operator), and then extending its definition to the whole Hubert space by

linearity. The set of fixed points of this function consists of the zero vector alone.

But such a function does not satisfy condition (ii); because, for example, the

image of eu which is e2, has the same norm as ex. However, a slight modification

leads to the following example.

Let ax, a2,... be a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers such that

00 j

lim a¡ = 1    and        1 «, = -
t-°° i = i "•

In particular, one might choose

i       l i       l 1       l
«i = i,       a2 = 1-x7r2'       «3 = 1_4722'       a* = 1-4T32''"'

which is obtained by putting 6 = n/2 in Euler's infinite product for the sine function :

*-•('-SH'-ÄX'-Ä)--
Let the function A be defined first on the unit vectors, by putting Aen=anen+X,

n= 1, 2,... ; and then extend its definition to the whole Hubert space by linearity.

Then, for every vector x = 2i" i xfa in the Hubert space, one has

CO

A(x) = 2 «Wi+v
( = i

Further, if y = 2¡*L i y fa, then

\\A(x)-A(y)\\2 = f a2(Xi-yi)2 S  2 (xf-Vi)2 = H*-V||2,
¡ = i i = i

where equality holds if and only if x=y. Consequently, A is (strongly) continuous.

Putting v = 0, one obtains that ||/4(x)|| S ||x||, with equality if and only if x=0,

so that F(A) consists of the zero vector alone, and hypotheses (i) and (ii) are satisfied.

In view of Theorem 2, for any x^O, the set ¿F(x) is either empty or is just the zero

vector. Let x^O, then, by induction,

oo

Am(x) = 2 aiai + x- ■ -ai + m-xXfa + m,       m =1,2,...,
i = X

so that

\\Am(x)\\2= 2 K«i + i---«i + m-i)2x2
i = i

Ä  / JL     \2 1    ^

iZ(n^)*f-?z*
¡=i \ j=x i    ^ i=i
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Therefore, the sequence {^m(x)}m = i cannot contain any subsequence which con-

verges to the zero vector, and JSf(jc) must be empty.

Remark 6. In one dimension, the conclusion of Theorem 2 (En) can be restated

in an equivalent, seemingly stronger form:

Theorem 2 (Ex). Let A: S-> S be continuous, where S is a nonempty closed

subset of Ex. Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty and bounded;

(ii) for each xe S, with x$ F(A), one has

d(A(x), F(A)) < d(x, F(A)).

Then, for xe S, limm^„o Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A).

Proof. Putting « = 1 in Theorem 2 (En), one deduces that =S?(x) is a nonempty,

closed, and connected subset of F(A)^EX. ¿P(x) is either a nondegenerate closed

interval contained in the boundary of F(A) or a single number in F(A). But the

boundary of any set in Ex can never contain a nondegenerate closed interval.

Therefore, ¿P(x) must reduce to a single number.

The present theorem is a generalization of the "modified Tricomi result" of

Remark 3 of §2, since here the set F(A) is not restricted to consist of a single number.

(However, this is only a slight generalization; because, if (ii) is to hold, then F(A)

can be shown to consist of a single closed interval.)

In [12, Theorem 1], Chu and Moyer have shown, among other results, that if A

is a continuous mapping of the finite closed interval [a, b] into itself, then the

following two conditions are equivalent:

(j) for each x e [a, b], such that x $ F(A), one has A2(x)^x;

(jj) the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}£=x converges for each x e [a, b].

It is of interest to notice that, when S= [a, b] in Theorem 2 (Ex), hypothesis

(i) of that theorem is automatically fulfilled; hypothesis (ii) implies condition (j);

and the conclusion of Theorem 2 (Ex) is just condition (jj). That hypothesis (ii)

implies condition (j) may be seen as follows. If x $ F(A) and A(x) e F(A), then

A2(x) = A(x)=£x, which is (j). On the other hand, if x $ F(A) and A(x) <£ F(A), then

d(A2(x), F(A)) < d(A(x), F(A)) < d(x, F(A)),

which gives A2(x)=/=x, as desired.

Remark 7. It is of interest to observe that when 5 is a closed convex set in En,

and the function A is a continuously differentiable function satisfying a "norm

condition" of the form

\\(8A,/8Xi)\\ < 1,

one can deduce from Theorem 2 (F„) a result concerning "points of attraction

for iterations with several variables" (for details and bibliography see Ostrowski

[8, p. 119, Theorem 18.1]).
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The following Theorem 2k is concerned with an iterate Ak, rather than with A

itself. Thus, Theorem 2k generalizes Theorem 2, in the same way in which Theorem

1.1 generalizes Theorem 1.

Theorem 2k. Let A:S~+S, where S is a nonempty metric space, and Ak is

continuous for some positive integer k. Suppose

(i) F(Ak) is nonempty and compact;

(ii) for each x e S, with x $ F(A), one has

d(Ak(x), F(Ak)) < d(x, F(Ak)).

Then, for xe S, the set IFk(x) of subsequential limit points of the sequence of

iterates {Amk(x)}¡¡¡=1 is a closed and connected subset of F(Ak). Further, for x e S,

the set IFx(x) of subsequential limit points of the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}m = x

is the union of the k closed and connected sets ¿Fk(A'(x)), where j=0, I,..., k—l.

That is,

<Fx(x) = tí 2>k(A\x)).
1 = 0

Proof. From Theorem 2, applied to the function A", it follows that SFk(x) is a

closed and connected subset of F(Ak). Therefore, it only remains to prove the

"formula" for ¡Fx(x).

First it will be shown that

&i(x) 2 U ¿?k(A<(x)).
1 = 0

If ^k(A\x^) is empty for every ,/=0, I,...,k—l, then there is nothing to prove.

Therefore, suppose that, for some OSjSk-l, SFk(As(x)) is nonempty, and let

z e SFk(A\x)). Then there exists a sequence of iterates {Am'k + i(x)}?Lx which con-

verges to z. Hence, zeSFx(x). That is, for each /'=0, 1,..., k-l for which

SFk(A\x)) is nonempty one has ¿Fk(Aj(x))^&x(x).

Next it will be shown that

&x(x) S U K(A'(x)).
1 = 0

If ¿Fx(x) is empty, then there is nothing to prove. Therefore, suppose that ¿Fx(x)

is nonempty, and let z £ &x(x). Then there exists a sequence of iterates {Amt(x)}?Lx

which converges to z. There is an infinite subsequence of {m¡}," 0 which is contained

in one of the k infinite sequences

{mk+j}%.o,      j = 0,1,..., k-l.

Denote this subsequence by {m\k +j}?= 0, where j=j(z). Then

lim Am'ik + i(x) = lim A<k(A\x)) = z;
(-» OO {-*■ 00

hence z g ^k(A3(x)), and the proof is complete.
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Corollary 2M. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2k, that

F(Ak) is a countable set. Let xe S. Then ¿Px(x) contains at most kpoints.

Proof. Each set ¿Pk(A'(x)),j=0, 1,..., k— 1, is a closed and connected subset

of F(Ak). Therefore, each SCk(AJix)) must be empty or consist of one point. But,

by Theorem 2k,

&Ax) =  U ^k(A¡(x)),
1 = 0

which gives the result.

Remark 8. The simple example of Remark 3 serves to illustrate Theorem 2k

and Corollary 2fc.l. In this example, k = 2, the set F(A2) is the interval — 1 ̂ xá + 1,

and the set &x(x), for 1 < jjcj <2, consists of the two numbers — 1 and +1. Thus,

the set 3?x(x) is not connected, but is the union of the two connected sets ¿P2(x)

= {-1} and &2(A(x)) = { + l}.

4. Variations. The following theorem is a variation of Theorem 2, in that

hypothesis (i) of Theorem 2 is weakened, hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2 is strength-

ened, and the conclusion of Theorem 2 is strengthened. Specifically, in hypothesis

(i), the assumption that the set of fixed points F(A) is compact will be removed;

while hypothesis (ii) will be replaced by a "uniform" condition, (iiu), uniform with

respect to the fixed point set F(A); and the conclusion of Theorem 2 is strengthened

to the assertion that &(x) is either empty or consists of exactly one point.

Theorem 3. Let A: S' -> S be continuous. Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty;

(iiu) for each xe S, with x $ F(A), and each p e F(A), one has d(A(x), p) < d(x, p).

Let x e S.   Then,  either {Am(x)}%=l  contains no  convergent subsequence,  or

limn,..,*, Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A).

Proof. 1. If ¿P(x) is empty, then there is nothing left to prove. Therefore,

throughout the rest of the argument it will be supposed that ¿P(x) is nonempty.

If xeF(A), or if Ak(x)eF(A) for some integer /cä 1, then limm-.0o Am(x) exists

and belongs to F(A). Therefore, it will also be supposed throughout the remainder

of the argument that Am(x) $ F(A) for every m = 0, 1,2,.... Then, for any p e F(A),

the sequence of positive numbers {d(Am(x), p)}% = x is a decreasing sequence, because,

from (iiu),
d(A" + 1(x),p) = d(A(Am(x)),p) < d(Am(x),p)

for m= 1, 2,... ; hence, X\mm^m d(Am(x),p) exists and is nonnegative.

2. lP(x) is a subset of F(A). Let {Amt(x)}?Lx be a convergent subsequence of

{Am(x)}m = x. If it were true that lim¡_a, Am*(x) $ F(A), then one would have that,

for p e F(A), by the continuity of the distance function d, the continuity of A,

and (iiu),

lim d(Ami + 1(x),p) = ¿(lim A(Amix)),p) = díAÍlim Am>(x)),p)
t-,00 \i-.oo / \     \f->a> /        /

< dllim Am'(x),p) = lim d(Am*(x), p),
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which is a contradiction, since limm^œ d(Am(x),p) exists. Consequently,

lim Amix) e F(A),
(-.CO

and hence SF(x)^F(A).

3. ¿F(x) contains at most one point. Suppose, contrary to what one wants to

prove, that £F(x) contains at least two distinct points p and q. Then there are

strictly increasing sequences of positive integers, {mt}¡°=x and {«(}£ i, such that

lim Am'(x) = p   and    lim An<(x) = q.
i-t CO i-+ CO

There is a subsequence {m'i}?Lx of {m¡}^Lx such that m\>ni for /'= 1, 2, — Then

\\mi^m Am'(x)=p.

Further, since p¥=q, one must have Am(x) i F(A) for m=l,2,— But now

condition (iiu) gives (since q e F(A))

d(A<(x), q) < d(Am'i~1(x), q) < ■ ■ ■ < d(An<(x), q)

which, since lim^«, d(An'(x),q) = 0, implies that liiUi-,«, Am'¡(x)=q, contradicting

p¥=q. Consequently, £F(x) contains at most one point.

4. 3?(x) consists of just one point implies that \\mm^x Am(x) exists. Let the sub-

sequence {-i4m'(x)}(" ! be such that lim¡_a> Am'(x)=p. Thus, for every o0, there

exists a positive integer /= 1(e) such that d(Am'(x),p)<e for all HI. Then, whenever

m > m,, one has

d(Am(x),p) < d(Am-\x),p) <■■< d(Am'(x),p) < e,

which means that limm-,„o Am(x)=p.

Remark 9. Consider again the example given in Remark 5, following Theorem

2 (FB). This example shows that the possibility that £F(x) is empty cannot be

excluded from the conclusion of Theorem 3.

Corollary 3.1. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3, that, for

some xe S, the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}„ = 1 contains a convergent subsequence.

Then limm_œ Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A). Thus, under the above assumptions,

the process of successive approximations, starting from x, converges to a fixed point

of A.

Remark 10. It is of interest to notice a connection with the work of Edelstein

[2, Theorem 1 and 3.2], Edelstein assumes, for every x, y e S, with x#t,

d(A(x),A(y))<d(x,y),

and that, for some xe S, there exists a convergent subsequence of iterates

{•^mi(x)}j" !. He then concludes that limm_„o Am(x) exists and is a fixed point of A.

In brief, in the present terminology, Edelstein assumes that £F(x) + 0, and that

"A is a contraction with respect to 5", and he deduces from this that JF(x)qF(A)
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and that 3?(x) consists of a single element. On the other hand, the present Theorem 3

assumes that F(A)^ 0 and that "/Í is a contraction with respect to FF4)", and

concludes that £P(x)<^F(A) and that £P(x) is either empty or consists of a single

point.

5. Applications. Corollary 3.1 may be used to prove the following theorem,

which for A = \, reduces to a theorem of Edelstein [3] ; which, in turn, is an improve-

ment of an earlier theorem of Krasnosel'skiï [9]. In Edelstein's own notation, the

theorem in question may be formulated thus:

Theorem 4. Let K be a closed convex subset of a strictly convex Banach space

X;f: A"-> K a continuous mapping satisfying

\\f(x)-f(y)\\ S \x-y\\        (x,yeK);

and suppose f(K) is contained in a compact subset Kx of K Then, for xe K, the

sequence {Am(x)}m = x, where A: K-> K is the mapping defined by

A(y) = \f(y)+(l-\)y      (yeK),   0<A<1,

converges to a fixed point off.

Proof. Take S=K in Corollary 3.1. The set of fixed points of A coincides with

the set of fixed points off. Since K is closed and convex, and f(K) is compact, it

follows by Schauder's theorem that the set of fixed points of/is nonempty. Hence,

condition (i) of Theorem 3 holds.

Letp be a fixed point of/ i.e.,f(p)=p. Then, from the assumed Lipschitz con-

dition satisfied by/ one has \f(x)— p\\ S ||*—p|| ; hence, using the definition of A,

\\A(x)-p-(l-X)(x-p)\\ = \\Xf(x)-\p\\ S \\x-pl

However, by the triangle inequality,

\\A(x)-p-(l-X)(x-p)\\ }t \\A(x)-p\\-(l-X)\\x-p\\.

Taken together, the last two inequalities yield ||>l(;e)-p|| S \x—p\\. If jc is not a

fixed point of/ then x#p, arid the open line segment joining the points x and

f(x) must, by strict convexity, be contained in the open sphere of radius \\x— p\\

and centered at p. Since A(x) is an interior point of this line segment, one has

||y4(x)—p|| < ||x— p\\. Hence, condition (iiu) of Theorem 3 also holds.

Let xe K. The closed convex hull of the set Kx u {x} is compact, by a theorem

of Mazur [13]. Since the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}m = x is contained in this closed

convex hull, this sequence must contain a convergent subsequence. Thus, all the

hypotheses of Corollary 3.1 are fulfilled.

The following application of Theorem 3 seems to be of interest. It should also be

remarked that the inequality appearing in condition (ii) below is reminiscent of the

inequality
0 < Re (Tx-Ty, x-y),       x,yeH,
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which defines the " monotonicity " of a function F on a Hubert space H to itself;

see Browder [14] and Minty [15].

Theorem 5. Let T: H ^> H be continuous, where H is a nonempty Hubert space.

Let yeH. Suppose

(i) there exists apeHsuch that Tp=y;

(ii) there exists a number A>0 such that, for each xe H, with Tx+y, and each

peH, with Tp=y, one has

i A||Tx-Tp||2 < Re(Tx-Tp, x-p).

Let x0 £ H. Then, the sequence {xm}„=0, where

xm + x = xm + X(y-Txm),       m = 0,1,...,

either contains no (strongly) convergent subsequence, or else {xm}m = 0 W (strongly)

convergent and

T( lim xm\ = y.
\m->oo        J

Proof. Define the function A by A(x) = x + X(y—Tx) for each xeH. The set of

fixed points of A, that is F(A), corresponds to the set of p e H such that Tp=y;

hence, hypothesis (i) means that F(A) is nonempty.

If F(A) = H, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose, therefore, that there is an

xe H with x £ F(A). Let p e F(A). Then, since A(x)=x+A(Tp-Fx), one has

\\A(x)-p\\2 = ||x-p||2 + A21|Tp-Tx||2 + 2A Re (Tp-Tx,x-p)

= ||x-/i2 + A[A||Fx-F/>||2-2 Re (Fx-F/>, x-p)]

< Il*-Pll2>

using hypothesis (ii).

Thus, with S=H, and d(u, v)=\\u-v\\, the function A satisfies the hypotheses

(i) and (iiu) of Theorem 3. Consequently, for x0eH, the sequence {/ím(x0)}„=1

either contains no convergent subsequence, or limn,-,«, Am(x0) exists and belongs

to F(A), which is just a rewording of the conclusion of Theorem 5.

Two examples will now be given, illustrating the two possible alternatives

occurring in the conclusion of Theorem 5.

Example 1. This example shows that the sequence {xm}%=0 may contain no

convergent subsequence. Let the function A be as in the example immediately

following Theorem 2 (F„). Define F by Tx = x-A(x) for xeH. Since A(x) = 0

only for x=0, it follows that Fx = 0 only for x=0. Recall that \\A(x)\\ < ||x|| for

x^O. Then one has

Mx||2 = ||x-Fx|2 = ||x||2+||Fx||2-2Re(x, Fx) < ||x||2

for x/0; thus, |Fx||2<2 Re (x, Fx) for x^O. Let v=0. Then hypothesis (i) of

Theorem 5 holds with p = 0, and the last inequality shows that hypothesis (ii)
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holds with A=l. The sequence of iterates {Am(x0)}™=x contains no convergent

subsequence when x0^0, as was shown in the earlier example. But, by the definition

of F, using A= 1 and p = 0 in the definition of jcm + 1 in Theorem 5, one has xm+x

= xm-Txm = A(xm) for «i = 0, 1, 2,... ; and hence, {xm}™=x = {Am(x0)}™=x.

Example 2. This example shows that the sequence {xm}™=0 may actually con-

verge (strongly), and that

Tt lim xm) = v.
\m->oo       /

Suppose F^O is a linear (additive and homogeneous), completely continuous

(the image of every bounded sequence contains a strongly convergent subsequence),

positive semidefinite (i.e., (Tx, x)^0 for each xeH), selfadjoint operator on 77

to itself. Let y be an element of the range of F. Then hypothesis (i) holds for some

p e 77. Let A¡ and <pu 7=1,2,..., (where T<pi = Xlcpi, Xx^X2^ ■ ■ ■, and A^O), be

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of F. Then, for any z e 77,

oo

z = zx+ 2 Z^'
¡ = i

where the vector z1 is orthogonal to all the eigenvectors (i.e., (z1, <p¡) = 0 for z'=

1,2,...) and zK = (z, <p¡) for 7=1,2,.... Also,

oo

Tz = 2 Aiz*<Pi>
i = i

and

(Tz,z)-± |Fz||2 = 2 w-5 2 *w - 2 i-i-w
¿ 1 = 1 *• i = l ( = 1  \      z     /

Suppose that A satisfies 0 < A < 2/Xx ; then 1 — A/2 - A¡^ l-A/2- A^O for z'= 1, 2,....

Making use of this, and putting z = x— p, where Tp=y and Txj^y, one obtains

(T(x-p), x-p)-± ||T(x-p)||2>0,

so that hypothesis (ii) holds.

When applied in this particular instance, the conclusion of Theorem 5 only

gives an alternative, that is, either {xm}%=0 converges or else it contains no con-

vegent subsequence. However, it will now be shown that, actually, the sequence

{xm}m = o converges (strongly). Suppose that Tp=y, and let

00

Xo = X0+ 2^  xM<pt,
1 = 1

where x¿ is orthogonal to all the eigenvectors, and xoi = (x0, <p¡) for 7=1,2,....

Using the definition, by recurrence, of xm, it may be readily shown by mathe-

matical induction that
00

xm = p + x¿+ 2 0-AA¡)m(*o¡-Pi)<Pi>
1 = 1
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for mi 1, where p¡ = (p, <p¡) for /'= 1, 2,.... It now only remains to prove that, as

m -> oo, the vector
00

2 (i-Mi)m(x0i-pi)<Pi
(=i

converges (strongly) to zero; since, if this is the case, {xm}m=o converges (strongly)

to p + Xo and

F/limxm\ = TXp + xî) = Tp = y.
\m-. oo        /

The asserted strong convergence follows from the equation

12 (l-AA.nxc-piM2 = 2 o-AAi)2m(*oi-/>o2
ii ¡=i i=i

+ 2 (i-A)2m(*oi-/>i)2,
i = k + X

which is valid for any k=l,2,.... Let e>0. Choose k so large that (using

-1<1-AA,< + 1)

2   (l-X.\t)2m(xoi-pd2 i    2   (xoi-Pd2 <
i=k+l ¡ = /c + l

Having chosen k, it is true that, for all sufficiently large m, one has

k

2(l-AAi)2"-(x0i-/)i)2<
¡ = i

Thus, for all sufficiently large m,

¡2 (l-Mi)m(xot-Pi)<Pi\    < e,
\\t = x

and the proof is complete.

Remark 11. Fridman [10], in the case of a Fredholm integral equation of the

first kind with a positive definite continuous kernel, has given the convergence

theorem which is implicitly contained in Example 2 of Remark 10.

Remark 12. Hypothesis (i) of Theorem 5 just states that y belongs to the range

of T. This hypothesis, for a different class of operators, is shown in Browder and

Petryshyn [4, Theorem 1, part a] to imply the convergence of successive approxi-

mations.

6. Some further modifications, involving "asymptotic regularity ". Theorems 2.1

and 3.1 of this section are variations of Theorems 2 and 3, involving the additional

hypothesis (iii) (see below). This hypothesis (iii), in a Banach space, was termed

"asymptotic regularity" by Browder and Petryshyn [5, p. 572, Definition 1].

With the addition of hypothesis (iii), it becomes possible to replace (ii) of Theorem

2 by the weaker hypothesis (iiw) (see below).
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Theorem 2.1. Let A: S -> S be continuous, where S is a nonempty metric space.

Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty and compact;

(iiw) for each xe S, one has

d(A(x), F(A)) S d(x, F(A));

(iii) for each x e S, one has

lim d(Am + 1(x),Am(x)) = 0.

Then, for x e S, the set ¿¡f(x) is a closed and connected subset of F(A). Either ¿P(x)

is empty, or it contains exactly one point, or it contains uncountably many points.

In case ¿P(x) is just one point, then limm_œ Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A). In

case ¿P(x) is uncountable, then it is contained in the boundary of F (A).

Proof. The essential differences between this proof and the proof of Theorem

2 are:

(1) From (iiw) it follows that the sequence of nonnegative numbers

{d(Am(x), F(A))}™= i is nonincreasing for any xe S (recall that, in the proof of

Theorem 2, this sequence is strictly decreasing whenever x is such that Am(x) $ F(A)

for «i = 0, 1,2,...);

(2) Part 2 of the proof of Theorem 2 is replaced with a proof that ÏP(x) £ F(A),

based only on hypothesis (iii) and the continuity of A, and nothing else.

In the proof of Theorem 2, essential use of the knowledge that {d(Am(x), F(A))}%=X

is decreasing, is made only in part 2. But part 2 will now be replaced by the following

argument. If ^(x)= 0, then SP(x)^F(A). If ¿P(x)+ 0, suppose z 6 £P(x) and that

lim^oo Am'(x) = z. Then, by the continuity of A,

lim Am< + 1(x) = Allim Am'(x)\ = A(z).
i-»oo \l-»oo /

Hence, from (iii),

d(A(z), z) = dllim Am> + 1(x), lim Am<(x)\
\i—<*> i-»0O /

= lim d(Am> + 1(x),Am'(x)) = 0,
(-.00

so that A(z) = z, and thus z e F(A).

In several places in the proof of Theorem 2, other than part 2, use is made of

the fact that {d(Am(x), F(A))}%=1 is decreasing to zero. In all these places one can

now use the fact that {d(Am(x), F(A))}%=1 is nonincreasing and tends to zero

(provided ¿P(x) is nonempty).

It is to be noticed that, in the proof of Theorem 2, part 4, the preliminary argu-

ment amounts to showing that (iii) holds, under both hypothesis (ii) and the assump-

tion that ¿P(x)J= 0. Hence, in the present theorem, this preliminary argument is

avoided, simply by assuming (iii). However, if hypothesis (ii) holds, but ¿P(x)= 0,
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it may happen that (iii) does not hold, as may be seen from the example of Remark

5 following Theorem 2. Hence, hypothesis (ii), by itself, does not imply hypothesis

(iii).

Theorem 3.1 below is obtained from Theorem 3 upon adding hypothesis (iii),

while replacing (iiu) by the weaker hypothesis (iiuw) (see below).

Theorem 3.1. Let A: S-> 5 be continuous. Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty;

(iiuw) for each xe S, and each p e F(A), one has

d(A(x),p) Sd(x,p);

(iii) for each xe S, one has

lim d(Am + 1(x), Am(x)) = 0.
m-. oo

Let x £ S. Then, either {Am(x)}£=x contains no convergent subsequence, or

lim^oo Am(x) exists, and belongs to F(A).

Proof. This proof follows from the proof of Theorem 3, in almost the same

way as the proof of Theorem 2.1 followed from that of Theorem 2.

Remark 13. In case S is a Banach space, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that ¿F(x)

is either empty or a single element, so that the sequence {Am(x)}%=x either has no

(strongly) convergent subsequence or it converges (strongly) to an element of

F(A). It is of interest to notice that, under the two additional assumptions

(a) for each x, y e S, one has \\A(x) — A(y)\\ S \\x-y\\ ;

(b) the function I—A, where / is the identity, maps bounded closed subsets of

S into closed subsets of S.

Browder and Petryshyn [5, p. 574, Theorem 6] have proved that the sequence

{Am(x)}m = x converges (strongly) to an element of F(A). That is to say, in these

circumstances the possibility that £F(x) is empty is excluded.

In order to exclude the possibility that IF(x) may be empty in Theorems 2.1 and

3.1, one needs to assume something along the lines of Browder and Petryshyn's

condition (b). The purpose of the following lemma is to give a sufficient condition

which guarantees that ^F(x) / 0.

Lemma. Let A: S-> 5 be continuous. Suppose

(iii) for each xe S, one has

lim d(Am + 1(x), Am(x)) = 0;
m-* oo

(iv) the (continuous) real-valued function f defined by f(x) = d(A(x), x)for xe S,

has the property that f maps bounded closed subsets of S into closed sets of real

numbers.

Then, for x e S, whenever the sequence {Am(x)}™=x is bounded, the set ¿F(x) is

nonempty.
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Proof. Suppose {Am(x)}m = i is bounded. Then the closure of this sequence,

cl ({Am(x)}m=1), is also bounded. Hence, by (iv), the set of real numbers

cl (f({Am(x)}m=1)) is closed. However, from (iii), one has

lim d(Am+1(x), Am(x)) = lim f(Am(x)) = 0,

so that the number 0 belongs to the set cl (f({Am(x)}%=1)). But

Cl (L4m(x)}m = l) = {^m(*)}m = i u SP(x),

which gives

cl (f({A»(x)}^x)) = f({A"(x)}^x) yjf(&(x)).

Since Oecl(f({Am(x)}%=1)), then either Oef({Am(x)}%=x), in which case Ak(x)

e F(A) for some l^/c<oo and ¿P(x) consists of the single point Ak(x), or else

0 ef(£P(x)), in which case £P(x) cannot be empty.

Under the hypotheses of either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 3.1 it follows that,

for xe S, the sequence of iterates {Am(x)}ñ=i is bounded. Hence, putting together

the results of Theorem 2.1 and the lemma, and of Theorem 3.1 and the lemma,

one obtains the following two theorems.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, and hypothesis (iv) of the

lemma, hold. Then the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds, with the addendum that

¿f(x) is nonempty.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and hypothesis (iv) of the

lemma, hold. Let xe S. Then limn,.,«, Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A).

Suppose that the metric space S is, in particular, a Banach space B. Theorem 3.2

specializes to the following:

Theorem 3.3. Let A: B^- B be continuous, where B is a nonempty Banach space.

Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty;

(iiuw) xe B,pe F(A), implies \\A(x)-p\\ S \\x-p\\ ;

(iii) x e B implies that lim,^« \\Am + 1(x)-Am(x)\\ =0;

(iv) the (continuous) real-valued function / defined by f(x)=\\x — A(x)\\ for

xe B, maps bounded closed subsets of B into closed sets of real numbers.

Then, for x e S, lim,^« Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A).

The conclusion of Theorem 3.3 is the same as that of Theorem 6 of Browder and

Petryshyn [5, p. 574]. Hypotheses (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.3 coincide with the

corresponding hypotheses of Theorem 6 of [5]. However, hypothesis (iiuw) is

weaker than the corresponding assumption in [5], because Browder and Petryshyn

assume that ||^(x) — A(y)\¡ S Ix—y\\ for all x, y e B. On the other hand, hypothesis

(iv) is stronger than the corresponding assumption in [5] (see hypothesis (ivw)

below and Remark 14).
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The next theorem shows that, while retaining the weaker hypothesis (iiuw) of

Theorem 3.3, the hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 3.3 can be weakened to that of

Theorem 6 of [5], without altering the conclusion of Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.4. Let A: B-> B be continuous, where B is a nonempty Banach space.

Suppose

(i) F(A) is nonempty;

(iiuw) xeB,pe F(A), implies \\A(x)-p\\ S\\x-p\\;

(iii) xe B implies that

lim \\Am + 1(x)-Am(x)\\ = 0;
m-+ co

(ivw) the function I—A (where I is the identity function on B) maps bounded

closed subsets of B into closed subsets of B.

Then, for x e S, limn,..«, Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A).

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 6 of [5], since only (iiuw)

is used in the argument there.

Remark 14. It will now be shown that hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 3.3 implies

hypothesis (ivw) ,of Theorem 3.4. Suppose, in accordance with (iv), that / maps

bounded closed subsets of F into closed sets of real numbers. Let C be a bounded

closed set in F. Then, by (iv), the setf(C) = {\\(I-A)(x)\\ | x £ C} is a closed set of

real numbers. But, the norm function is a continuous function on B to the real

numbers, while the set/(C), by (iv), is a closed set of real numbers. Consequently,

the inverse image of the set/(C), with respect to the norm function, namely, the

set (I—A)(C), must be a closed subset of B. But this means that every bounded

closed set C is mapped by I—A into a closed set, which is just hypothesis (ivw) of

Theorem 3.4.

It is of some interest that the hypothesis of asymptotic regularity, together with

the assumption that A(S) is compact, enables one to prove a theorem whose con-

clusion is that of Theorem 2, save for the fact that I£(x) cannot now be empty.

This observation is formalized in the next theorem.

Theorem 6. Let A: S-*■ S be continuous, where S is a nonempty metric space.

Suppose

(a) A(S) is compact;

(h) for each xe S, one has limm_oo d(Am + 1(x), Am(x)) = 0.

Then, for xe S, the set ¿F(x) is a nonempty closed and connected subset of F(A).

Either ¿F(x) contains exactly one point or it contains uncountably many points. In

case ¿F(x) is just one point, then limm_00 Am(x) exists and belongs to F(A). In case

FF(x) is uncountable, then it is contained in the boundary of F(A).

Proof. (1) The sequence of iterates {Am(x)}%=1 is a subset of the compact set

A(S). Therefore, £F(x) is nonempty.
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(2) SF(x)^F(A). This follows from (b), and the continuity of A, as in the

proof of Theorem 2.1.

(3) FF(x) is closed. This follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.

(4) ¿F(x) is connected. Let Sx, S2, Sx , and Si, be as in part 4 of the proof of

Theorem 2. Then, d(Sx+, S2+)>0, as before.

It will next be shown, by contradiction, that

lim d(Am(x), Sí u Si) = 0.
m-*co

For, suppose that this limit were not zero, then there would exist e > 0 and a sub-

sequence of iterates {Am>(x)}?L x such that

d(Am'(x), Si u Si) i e > 0

for all i= 1, 2,.... The subsequence of iterates {Ami(x)}¡% i is a subset of the.compact

set A(S). Hence, there is a convergent subsequence of {Am>(x)}¡°= x, which, for

convenience, will again be denoted by {Ami(x)}™=x. Then

lim d(Amix), Sx+ u Si) = d/lim Am>(x), Sx+ u Si) ^>0.
(-.00 \l-»co /

But lim^oo Am'(x) £ if(x)£51+ u Si, which is a contradiction.

Thus, it has been shown that

lim d(Am(x), Si USÍ) = 0;
m-. co

while, from hypothesis (b), one has

lim d(Am + 1(x),Am(x)) = 0.
m-*co

The remainder of the proof is exactly that of the last paragraph of part 4 of the

proof of Theorem 2.

(5) FF(x) a single point or uncountable. This follows as in part 5 of the proof of

Theorem 2.

(6) SF(x) consists of just one point implies that limbec Am(x) exists. Suppose

¿F(x) consists only of the single point p, but that, contrary to what one wishes to

prove, the sequence {Am(x)}%=x does not converge to p. Then there is an e>0

and a subsequence {Ami(x)}¡% x such that

d(Am'(x),p) ^ £ > 0

for »=1,2,_The sequence {Am*(x)}?Lx is a subset of the compact set A(S),

hence there is a convergent subsequence of {Am'(x)}?Lx, which, for convenience,

will again be denoted by {Amt(x)}™= x. Then

lim d(Am>(x),p) = dilim Am>(x),p) ̂  £ > 0.
(-.oo \(-»oo /
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But then the two points lim^ „ Am>(x) and p both belong to &(x), which is a

contradiction.

(7) £P(x), if uncountable, lies in the boundary of F(A). This follows as in part

7 of the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 15. Hypothesis (a), that A(S) is compact, may be replaced by the weaker

hypothesis that there exists a positive integer k such that Ak(S) is compact.
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